Results of the search for ∼ (10 16 − 10 17.5 ) eV primary cosmic-ray photons with the data of the 
For the present study, we select events with the following cuts:
• the event passes the reconstruction procedure and the reconstruction quality criteria are satisfied [21] ;
• the age parameter of the EAS is in the range 0.3 < S < 1.8;
• the reconstructed zenith angle θ is below 30
• ;
• the distance between the reconstructed shower axis and the array center where the muon detector is located is R < 240 m;
• the reconstructed shower size is N e > 10 7 ;
• out of 32 sections of the muon detector, at least 28 were operational.
The only difference with the cuts used in Ref. [19] is the lower N e threshold which is chosen to cover a wider range of energies of potential photons. The extension of the N e range requires a new comparison of data to Monte-Carlo to validate the simulations. The corresponding distributions of N e , shower age S, core distance of the array center R, zenith angle θ and muon density at 100 meters ρ µ (100) are shown in Appendix. With the account of the muon detector operation cut, we are left with 1204 days of data taking within [1984] [1985] [1986] [1987] [1988] [1989] [1990] . The data set contains 3148 events.
Following the previous studies, we consider the following criteria to select photoncandidate events: the muon detector is not triggered by the shower. However, low-energy protons do not always produce a sufficient number of muons in EAS to activate the muon detector, in particular, at large distances between the detector and the shower axis. To evaluate the background of muonless events from hadronic primaries, we make use of the full Monte-Carlo (MC) model of the EAS-MSU array described in Ref. [18] . It includes simulations of artificial air showers by the CORSIKA 7.4001 [22] package with the QGSJET-II-04
[23] high-energy hadronic interaction model, FLUKA 2011.2c [24] low-energy hadronic interaction model and EGS4 [25] electromagnetic model. Artificial EAS are recorded and processed identically to the experimental data. The Monte-Carlo simulations have been performed for proton and iron primaries, see Ref. [18] for details; a realistic composition was assumed to be a mixture of the two. The muon component of EAS is highly dependent on the primary composition, therefore the number of muonless background events depends on the assumed proton fraction. For this study, the primary composition has been determined in Ref. [19] by fitting the observed distribution of the muon densities. The assumed fraction of protons is 46 ± 6%. We note that, as discussed in Ref. [19] , it agrees well with the composition obtained from the EAS-MSU surface-detector data [18] . More details on the MC set with hadronic primaries may be found in Ref. [18] .
We also need a MC simulation with gamma-ray primaries which is used to determine the efficiency of the installation for the gamma-ray detection, to relate the reconstructed N e to the primary-photon energy E γ and to account for the amount of photon showers which do not produce photon-candidate (that is, muonless) events. The simulation and reconstruction of the artificial photon showers was performed in a way similar to that for hadron-induced events [18] . The total number of simulated independent gamma-induced showers is 300, their thrown energies follow the E −1 γ spectrum with lower bound of MC 10
16 < E γ ≤ 10 17.5 eV, and they are selected at the reconstruction stage to reproduce the primary spectrum ∼ E −2 γ , as is customary in high-energy photon searches. The dependence of the resulting limits on the assumed spectrum is through the efficiency only and is weak. The total number of MC realizations of gamma-induced events is 27310 (see Ref. [18] for description of the sampling).
Of them, 3898 passed all cuts.
III. THE GAMMA-RAY FLUX LIMIT
The total number of muonless events in the set is 86, while the expected number of background muonless events from primary hadrons is 80.1. The muon detector core distance distribution of the observed and expected muonless events is shown in Fig. 1 .
To study various energy ranges, we consider certain subsamples of the data. The quantity reconstructed for each shower is N e , not the primary energy E; the relation between the two quantities may be obtained from simulations. The (E − N e ) relations are different for photons and for hadrons, and it is important to keep track of this difference for gamma-ray searches, see e.g. Refs. [10, 26] . The mean gamma-ray energy E γ is related to N e as
see Fig. 2 for the MC simulated points and the fit. The condition used to select the data for the search of photons with E γ > E min γ is defined as
where the coefficient a = 0.56 was chosen in such a way that at least 90% of MC photoninduced showers with E γ > E min γ are reconstructed with these N e .
For each energy cut E min γ , we determine the number of observed muonless events, n obs , in the sample, as well as the expected number of muonless events from the background of hadron-induced showers, n b . No excess of muonless events is seen, and we estimate the maximum number of photon-induced events in the sample, n • . We calculate the number n pass,0µ of events from the MC set which passed all cuts (that is, in particular, were reconstructed with geometrical properties corresponding to A geom ), satisfy the criterion (2) and are muonless and divide it by the number n MC of thrown MC events (corresponding to A MC ). The effective exposure is then given by
The flux limit is then obtained as
where n FC γ corresponds to the required confidence level. Next, we define the exposure correction as a ratio of the effective exposure to geometrical one:
Note that the exposure correction factor may exceed unity because Monte-Carlo events are thrown to the area larger than the installation. Figure 3 presents the exposure correction factor ξ as a function of energy. For comparison, the reconstruction efficiency for primary photons and protons is also shown (it is determined in a similar way as ξ but without the muonlessness condition and with the criterion N e > 10 7 instead of Eq. (2)). Decline of ξ at higher energies reflects the fact that the probability for a primary photon to produce a EAS which is not muonless grows with energy.
Our limits on the integral gamma-ray flux, which represent the main result of this work, are presented in Table I . The value of N min e is determined by Eq. (2). n obs is the number of observed muonless events with N e > N min e ; n b is the expected number of background muonless events; n FC γ is the statistical upper limit on the excess of muonless events over the background; A eff is the effective exposure for photons. n FC γ and I γ are reported for two confidence levels, 90% and 95%, as indicated.
IV. DISCUSSION

A. Systematic uncertainties
The main part of systematic uncertainties in the study comes from the simulation of the background of muonless events from hadronic showers. Indeed, it is known that hadronicinteraction models used in the air-shower simulations are not perfect, in particular in the part related to the description of the muon content of EAS. While our previous study indicates [19] that the bulk of E > 10 GeV muon data of the EAS-MSU experiment is well described by the QGSJET-II-04 simulations, assuming the primary chemical composition implied by the surface-detector studies, this is not directly tested for muon-poor showers.
The uncertainties of the hadronic model, in principle, may reveal itself in the incorrect estimation of the background. Indeed, we note (cf. Table I ) that for certain energy ranges, the number of observed muonless events in our sample is smaller than expected under the background-only hypothesis. Therefore, in addition to the standard statistical estimate of the upper limit on the gamma-ray flux, we calculated also the "expected" flux upper limits which would be obtained if the number of observed muonless events followed the simulations under the background-only hypothesis. Alternatively, one may estimate the flux limits which might be obtained under assumption that the MC model doesn't provide a reliable prediction of the background. To this end, we use the "data-driven background", that relies on the assumption that the correct background is equal to the number of the observed muonless events. These "expected" and "data-driven-background" limits on the gamma-ray flux are presented in Table II and compared in Fig.4 .
We also estimate the systematic errors associated with the uncertainty of the chemical composition. The change of the proton fraction within it's error ±6% results in the energy dependent correction of flux limits. The variation of limits is 21% for the minimum energy and 4% for maximum energy.
A careful look at the relation between n b and n obs reveals one peculiarity which is most probably related to the modelling of hadronic interactions but, in principle, might also be explained in terms of the presence of a certain amount of primary photons. The ratio n obs /n b remains constant, ∼ 0.4, for energies E γ 8 × 10 16 eV, but quickly raises to ∼ 1 below this energy. If, due to some systematics in the modelling of the background, the real n b is indeed ∼ 0.4 of the MC one, then we have a certain excess of muonless events at 2 × 10 16 eV E 8 × 10 16 eV, which may correspond to an excess of primary photons expected, for instance, in the heavy dark-matter decay scenario.
B. Comparison with previous EAS-MSU results
Previous analyses of the EAS-MSU data in the same energy range suggested an excess of muonless events which might be explained by the presence of a certain amount of photons in the primary cosmic-ray flux at E ∼ 10 17 eV [15] [16] [17] . The present study does not confirm that claim and puts strong upper limits on the gamma-ray flux, see Table I . It is therefore important to understand the differences between this analysis and the previous ones.
With respect to the previous preliminary analysis, this final study has several important advantages. First, it is based on the new full Monte-Carlo description of the air showers and of the installation [18] . This uses modern simulation tools and an analysis technique with the real and simulated events processed by one and the same reconstruction program.
In such a way, we take into account all possible biases introduced at the reconstruction step, as well as keep track of rare fluctuations in the EAS development and registration.
Second, the reconstruction program has been slightly revised for this study. The main overall effect of the reconstruction update is that, while the muonless events remain in the data sample, their reconstructed energies become, for most of them, lower than before. For these lower energies, the background of muonless hadron-induced showers is higher, and the same amount of muonless events does no longer represent an excess. Third, an additional check of the quality of muon data was performed: at least 28 out of 32 sections of the muon detector are required to be operational.
To be specific, let us consider 48 muonless events with N e ≥ 2 × 10 7 studied in Ref. [16] .
Of them, 28 events have N e < 2 × 10 7 in the new analysis; 4 events arrived before 1984
(not included in the present data set); 10 events arrived at the days excluded from the present analysis because of stricter criteria on the quality of muon data; 6 muonless events remained in the data set. In addition, 3 new muonless events joined the data set in the new reconstruction (they did not pass the cuts in the old one), so the total number of muonless events with N e ≥ 2 × 10 7 is now 9. This reduced number of photon candidates is below the MC background expectation of 18.9 events, so no excess is present in the updated data set.
Our new results are compared to previous studies in Fig.5 .
Finally, the efficiency of the muonless detection of photons is estimated in the present work with the full photon Monte-Carlo. The numerical values of limits became apparently weaker due to account of the fact that only about 40% of the photon-induced showers are registered as muonless.
C. Comparison with other results and possible applications
Many experiments searched for primary photons with the EAS technique and none has yet found any. Our flux limits are compared to others in Fig. 6 . We see that our limits are similar to those of the KASCADE-Grande experiment, being world-best for certain energies.
At the same time, one can see that the energy range (10 16 − 10 18 ) eV discussed here is one of the least studied bands. While future studies to improve the limits are important, already the present data may be used to constrain astrophysical models with Galactic sources of PeV neutrinos [4] or decaying dark matter with appropriate mass and sufficiently hard spectrum (see [11] for a review). 
V. CONCLUSIONS
This work presents the results of the search for primary photons in the EAS-MSU data.
The photon candidate events are defined as ones giving no signal in the muon detector of the installation. We made use of the full Monte-Carlo simulation of the installation and of the updated reconstruction of EAS parameters. Contrary to the previous analysis of the same data, no evidence was found for an excess of photon-candidate events, and this fact allowed us to put upper limits on the diffuse flux of primary gamma rays at energies above ∼ (10 16 − 10 17 ) eV. For certain energies, the limits are world-best ones. The difference with the previous study is, mainly, due to the change of reconstruction: the energies of muonless events moved downwards, while the background of muonless showers from primary hadrons is higher at lower energies. The limits obtained in this work may be used in multimessenger astrophysics as well as for constraining exotic particle-physics models. 
APPENDIX. DISTRIBUTION OF EAS PARAMETERS FOR DATA AND MONTE-CARLO
In this appendix, we provide the data to Monte-Carlo comparison of the EAS parameter distribution for the extended cut N e > 10 7 used is the present work. The primary composition is the same as determined in Ref. [19] by fitting the observed distribution of the muon densities: 46% protons and 54% iron. The distributions of S, N e , R, θ and muon density at 100 meters ρ µ (100) are shown in Figures 7-11 . The validity of the N e cut extension is verified by reasonable agreement of the data and Monte-Carlo. 
